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আর ো দেখুন 
প্রতিতেরন  চোকু ী  সোকুুলো  দেরি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

প্রতি মোরস  কোর ন্ট অ্যোরেয়োসু তেতিএে এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

চোকু ী  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

তবতসএস এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

প্রতি সপ্তোরে  চোকু ী েতিকো িোউনরলোি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

সকল তনরয়োগ ে ীক্ষো  প্রশ্ন সমোধোন এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

দেরে  দস ো তেতিএে কোরলকেন 

SSC এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

HSC এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

তবশ্বতবেযোলয় ভতিু  সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

সকল ধ রন  সোরজেন িোউনরলোি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 
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Question solution of IBA taken exams (Bank and Non Bank) 
 

City Bank Ltd MTO Recruitment Test 2018: English 

Questions 1 to 5: For each question, select the phrase that 

appropriately fills in the gap. 

1. I wish you would tell me–, 

Ans: who lives next door 

2. The professor said that 

Ans: the students could hand in their reports on Monday 

3. She wanted to serve some coffee to her guests, however. – 

Ans: she did not have much sugar 

4. Many of the international problems we are facing now  

Ans: are the result of misunderstandings 

5. Automobile production in some countries—, 

Ans: has been rather erratic recently 

6. I have already read this book twice. 

Ans: No improvement. 

7. What tribute shall we pay to our leader that he would 

appreciate? 

Ans: could appreciate 

8. Working in the slums brought her in against the realities 

of poverty, 

Ans: brought her up 

9. it was she not me, who put forth the attractive proposition. 

Ans: she, not I 

10. Your advice is no different from the other friends. 

Ans: no different from that of the 

many time (c) considering the new contract, the students 

(d) lost the opportunity to lease the apartment. (e) No 

error 

Ans: too many time 

12. She (a) has not completed (b) the 

assignment (c) yet and Maria (d) hasn’t neither . (e) No 

error 

Ans: hasn’t neither 

13. (a) The food that Rita (b) is cooking in the kitchen (c) is 

smelling (d) delicious. (e) No error 

Ans: is smelling 

14. The fire began (a) in the (b) fifth floor of the hotel, but it 

(C) soon spread to (d) adjacent floors. (e) No error 

Ans: in the 

15. When (a) a university formulates (b) new registers it 

(c) must relay as (d) decision to the students. (e) No error 

Ans: it must relay 

16. If you are looking for a job or plan to reenter the working 

world, you might find the Job — a difficult task. If you 

rewrite (the sentence beginning with “Looking for a job” the 

next word should be- 

Ans: being 

17. “The variety of working in a different place every day or 

week stimulates many workers.” Which is the best was to 

write the underlined portion of this sentence? 

Ans: will be stimulating 

18. “On the other hand, if you want to attend a computer 

seminar, lie in the sun on the first day of summer, or visit 

Aunt Grace on Columbus day, you can easily take the day 

off.” Which correction should be made to the sentence? 

Ans: change Columbus day’ to Columbus Day 

19. “Some temporary agencies offer health insurance and 

other benefits to their workers, but others do not.” Which 

correction should be made to the sentence? 

Ans: No correction is necessary 

 

 

 

20.”Temporary work may not be appropriate for people 

which crave security.” Which correction should be made to 

the sentence? 

Ans: replace ‘which’ with ‘who’ 

21. A and B started a partnership business investing some 

amount in the ratio of 3:5. C joined them after six months 

with an amount equal to that of B. In what proportion should 

the profit at the end of the first year be distributing among A, 

Band C? 

A invested for 12 months, B invested for 12 months and C 

invested for 6 months. 

A:B:C=(3x×12):(5x×12):(5x×6) 

=36:60:30 

= 6:10:5 

22.Solution Y is 40 percent sugar by. volume, aid solution X 

is 20 percent sugar by volume. how many gallons of solution 

X must be added to 150 gallons of solution V to create a 

solution that is 25 percent sugar by volume? 

Solution X = 20% sugar 

Solution Y = 40% sugar 

We’re told to mix a certain amount of Solution X with 150 

gallons of Solution Y to get a 25% sugar solution: 

X = number of gallons of Solution X 

[(.2)(X) + (.4)(150)] / (X + 150) = .25 

Now, 

0.2X + 60 = 0.25X + 37.5 

22.5 = 0.05X 

450 = X 

23. It takes 1 pound of flour to make y cakes. The price of 

flour is w dollars for x pounds. In terms of W, X and y, what 

is the dollar cost of the flour required to make I cake? 

Price of flour per pound= w/x 

Qty of flour required to make 1 cake= 1/y 

Total cost of flour required to make 1 cake= w/x × 1/y 

==w/xy 

24. If 3/4 of the number of women working at Company X is 

equal to 2/3 of the number of man, what fraction of the 

employees at Company X are women? 

3w/4 = 2m/3 

w/m = 8/9 

w:m:T = 8:9:17 

w/T = 8/17 

25. If the circle with center o has area 9π, what is the area of 

equilateral triangle ABC? 

Ans: 12√3 

Solution: 

Area = 9π 

radius= 3 

diameter = 6 = height 

Half of an equilateral is a 30 60 90 triangle 

So the base of the equilateral is 

4√3(1/2)× 4√3 ×6 = 12√3 

26. If the average of seven consecutive integers is k+2, then 

the product of the greatest and least integer is, remove 

Total 7 consecutive nos and K+2 is the average which means 

3 nos each are on the right and left of this no. 

K-1, k,k+1,k+2,k+3, k+4, k+5 

Smallest no=k-1 

largest no=k+5 

Product=(k-1)(k+5)=k²+4k-5 
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27. The sum of the pre-tax costs of item A and B is Tk 300. 

In Dhaka, each item would be charged a flat 7% tax. In 

Rangpur, item A is subject to 5% tax and item B is subject to 

10% tax. If the tax in Rangpur on the purchase of both items 

is exactly Tk 3. more than it is in Dhaka, then what is the 

pre-tax price of item A? 

A.    120 

B.    200 

C.    300 

D.    320 

E.     None of these 

Ans: 120 

28. If a, b, c and d are different integers between -5 and 10 

inclusive, what is the least possible value of the product 

abcd? 

A.    -480 

B.    -1800 

C.    –3600 

D.    320 

E.     None of these 

Ans: – 3600 

29. A businessman has 1000 kg of rice. part of which he sells 

at 8% profit and the rest at 18% profit. He gains 14% on the 

whole. how much rice did he sell at 18% profit? 

A.    400 kg 

B.    600 kg 

C.    640 kg 

D.    700 kg 

E.     None of these 

Ans: 600 kg 

Solution: 

 
30. In a certain sock drawer, there are 4 pairs of black socks, 

3 pairs of gray socks and 2 pairs of orange socks. If socks are 

removed at random without replacement, what is the 

minimum number of socks that must be removed in order to 

ensure that two socks of the same color have been removed? 

A.    4 

B.    8 

C.    3 

D.    7 

E.     None of these 

Ans: 8 

31. In a class, average mark in an exam is 70. The average of 

students who scored below 60 is 50. The average of students 

who scored 60 or more is 75. If the total number of students 

in this class is 20, how many students scored 60 or more? 

The total number of students in the class is 20. So let the 

number of people having marks greater than or equal to 60 

be ‘x’ so number of students below 60 will be be ‘20-x’. 

Applying the basic definition of weighted average: 

50*(20-x)+75*(x)= 70*20 

So 1000–50x+75x=1400 

=> 25x=400 

=>x= 16 

32. How many positive integers less than 20 are equal to the 

sum of a positive multiple of 3 and a positive multiple of 4? 

A.    2 

B.    5. 

C.    7 

D.    10 

E.     None of these 

Ans: 10 

33. Two tanks A and Bare filled with petrol. Tank A holds 

600 liters more than tank B. If 100 liters of petrol were taken 

out from each tank, tank. A would then contain 3 times as 

much petrol as tank B. What is the total number of liters of 

fuel in the two full tanks? 

Capacity of tank X- Capacity of tank Y=600 

X-Y=600…….(1) 

After removal of 100 litre from each tank 

Tank X would contain (X-100) litre 

Tank Y would contain (Y-100) litre 

Given that, 

(X-100)=3(Y-100) 

X-100=3Y-300 

X-3Y=-200 

X = 3y – 200———-(2) 

From (1), 

X – y = 600 

Or, 3y – 200 – y = 600 

Or, 2y = 800 

Or, y = 400 

So, x = 3×400 – 200= 1000 

So, Total=1000 + 400 = 1400 

34. If three metal cubes having sides of cm, 4 cm and 5 cm 

were melted to make a single cube, what would be the length 

of the ness cube? 

Total volume of 3 cubes, 

= (33 + 43 + 53 ) cm3 

= (27 + 64 + 125)cm3 

= 216 cm3 

Now volume of new cube = 216 cm3 

So edge of new cube = 3√ 216 cm3 = 6 cm 

35. Two item’ were sold together for Taka 3600. One item 

was sold at 20% profit while the other was sold at 20% loss. 

How much profit or loss made by the sale? 

A.    No profit or loss 

B.    Tk 300 profit 

C.    Tk 300 loss 

D.    Tk 900 profit 

E.     None of these 

Ans: None of these 

36. Baki lives 2 miles west of Raju’s house. Rafiq lises 3 

miles north of Raju’s house and 2 miles sest of Diba’s house. 

Diba’s hat is the straight-line distance from Baki’s house to 

Diba’s house? 

A.    5 miles 

B.    6iniles 

C.    7miles 

D.    10 miles 

E.     None of these 

Ans: 5 miles 

37. If the average of’. 7, 13, p and q is 17, what is the 

average of (p+11)and (q – 9)? 

1.      60 

2.      25 
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3.      21 

4.      14 

5.      None of these 

Ans: 25 

Solution: 

ATQ, 

(7+13+p+q)/4 = 17 

Or, 7+13+p+q = 68 

Or, p+q = 48 

Now, 

{(p+11) + (q – 9)}/2 = (p+q+2)/2 = (48+2)/2 = 50/2 = 25 

 38. M is a girl and has the same number of brothers as 

sisters. N is a boy and has twice as many sisters as brothers. 

M and N are the children of Q. How many children does Q 

have? 

Ans: 7 

39. In a legislative body of 200 people, the number of 

Democrats is 50 less than times the number of Republicans. 

If one fifth of the legislators are neither Republican nor 

Democrat, how many of the legislators are Republicans? 

Assume the number of Democrats is represented by D, and 

Republicans by R. The neither/nor (independents) are 

represented by I. 

D + R + I = 200 

I = ¹⁄₅ of 200 = 40 

D + R + 40 = 200 

so D + R = 160 

and we know D = 4R – 50 

We have 2 unknowns with 2 equations. Let’s solve: 

D + R = 160, so D = 160 – R 

Substituting into D = 4R – 50, we have 

160 – R = 4R – 50 

210 = 5R 

R = 42 

40. Arafat has Tk. 420, He purchases fifty mangoes and 

thirty oranges with the whole amount. He then chose to 

return six mangoes for nine oranges as both quantities are 

equally priced. What the price of each mango? 

A.    4.50 

B.    5.0 

C.    5.50 

D.    6.0 

E.     None 

Ans: 6.0 

41.’P’ starts jogging from point X to point Y. Half an hour 

later his friend ‘R’ who jogs I mile per hour slower than 

twice P’s rate Starts from the same point and following the 

same path. If ‘R’ overtakes in 2 hours, how many miles will 

have R covered? 

A.    2.2 

B.    3.3 

C.    4 

D.    6 

E.     None of these 

Ans: 3.3 

42. In a class, 120 students are male and 100 students are 

female. 25% of the male students and 20% of the female 

students are engineering students. 20% of the male 

engineering students and 25% of the female engineering 

students passed the final exam. What percentage of 

engineering students passed the exam? 

Total no. of Engg. students = 25% of total male + 20% of 

total female 

Total engg students: 

= (120×25)/100 + (100×20)100 

=30 + 20 

= 50 

Now total percentage of engg. who passed: 

= (30×20)/100 + (20×25)/100 

= 6 + 5 

= 11 

Pass percentage = (11/50) × 100 = 22% 

43. if the integer A is a multiple of 6, the integer B is a 

multiple of 3, and A>B>0, then A? – B’ must be multiple of 

which of the following integers? 

A.    6 

B.    8 

C.    9 

D.    10 

E.     None of these 

Ans: 9 

44. Six years ago, Rahim was P times as old as Kalam was. 

If Rahim is now 17 years old, how old is Kalam now in 

terms of P? 

Let, 

six years ago, Kalam’s age is x 

so six year age Rahim was: 17-6 = 11 years old 

and six years ago Rahim was P times as old as Kalam was 

=> 11/x = P 

=> x = 11/P 

=> Now Kalam age will be : x+6 = 11/P+6 

45. Who won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2017? 

Ans: Richard M. Traler 

46.What is the full form of NPSB? 

Ans: National Payment Switch Bangladesh 

47. In Bangladesh, which of the following is used for settling 

accounts on interbank fund transfer? 

Ans: EFTN 

48. Which one of the following rivers flows through China, 

India and Bangladesh? 

Ans: Brahmaputra 

50. In which one of the following districts, solar energy 

project was started first in Bangladesh? Ans: Narshingdi 

51. Which one of the following minerals is found at 

Dighipara in Dinajpur district? Ans: Coal 

52. The main source of electricity in Bangladesh is 

Ans: Natural Gas 

53.’Payra Sea Port’ is located in Ans: Potuakhali 

54. In MS PowerPoint, which function key in the keyboard is 

used as a shortcut key for starting slideshow? 

Ans: F5 

55. Which of the following is not an UN organization? 

Ans: None of these 

56. From which date has the constitution of Bangladesh been 

in effect? Ans: December 16, 1972 

57. FIFA World Cup 2026 will be hosted by which one of 

the following countries? 

A.    Canada 

B.    Mexico 

C.    USA 

D.    All of these 

E.     None of these 

Ans: All of these 

58. In which year did The City Bank Ltd. start its 

operations? Ans: 1983 
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59. Who is the signatory of the five taka note in Bangladesh? 

Ans: Finance Secretary 

60. Pulitzer Prize is awarded for outstanding work in the 

field of Ans: Literature and journalism 

 

 

Mercantile Bank MTO 

1. Host city of next Olympic –  None (Tokyo,Japan) 

2. Shortcut command of Redo in MS Office – Ctrl+y 

3. First Bangladeshi to take 100 wicket in test cricket – Md. 

Rafique 

4. Bretton Woods twins are – IBRD and IMF 

5. Headquarter of ACU – Tehran, Iran 

6. To which country Bangladesh export most? – USA 

7. Winner of fair play trophy in last FIFA WC – Spain 

8. Key to be pressed to make slideshow of current page in 

MS Power Point – Shift + F5 

9. Location of National Maritime Institute -Chittagong 

10. Which district has the highest literacy rate? Barisal 

MCQ  Math Part: 

1. There are how many positive factors of 2600? Ans: 24 

Solution: 

2600 = 2^3 x 5^2 x 13 

Number of positive divisors = (3+1)(2+1)(1+1) = 24 

2. If a,b,c,d are consecutive numbers where a<b<c<d, what is 

the average in terms of d? Ans: d+2.5 

3. Two trains are going on same direction in 80 and 44 

km/hour. They can pass each other on 30 seconds. If length 

of first train is 120 meters, what is the length of the second 

train? 

4. Two pipes can fill a tank in 36 and 45 minutes 

respectively. If both taps are open for 8 minutes and then 

stopped, how much time will tank B need to fulfill the tank? 

5. X and Y takes 12 days. Y and Z 20 days. X and Z takes 15 

days to fulfill a work. Who will take the least time to do it 

alone? Ans: X 

6. 12 years ago son was half of father’s age. Now their age is 

5:3. After 7 years what will be the sum of their age? 

7. There are 200 people. 80 use no brands. 60 uses A. For the 

rest, for one person who use both brands ,there are three 

times of people who use brand B. How many people use 

both brands? 

8. (a+b)^2 = 25, (a-b)^2 = 1. What is the value of b? Ans: 3 

9. If 27 machines works 14 hours a day, to make 630 tons of 

coals in 15 days. How many days will it take if 24 machines 

work 12 hours a days to make 864 tons coals? 

English Part: 

1. Disease that affects a large number of people in an area at 

the same time – Epidemic 

Written part: 30 Marks 

1. Road Accident: Causes and Remedies [15 Marks] 

Try yourself 

2. Technological change in banking sector in next decades 

(Can’t remember the topic exactly) – [15 Marks] 

GTCL 

১. ব োক ো হোরোম জঙ্গী ব োন বেকের-নোইকজররযোর 

২.েতেল েকের অর্ থ- পদ্ম  ো ব োলোপ 

৩. েম্পো েকের অর্ থ–ব ৌেোরমনী  ো র েযুৎ  ো  র জলী 

৪. USA vice president-Mike Pence 

৫.অাোট পোকল  ো ধোরোর অর্ থ- হতভো ু  ো মন্দভো ু 

৬. ে য রন মোমো-  য চক্রী বলো  

৭. synonym-  

uproar-turmoil 

upheaval – disorder 

filth- dirty 

recourse- action 

reprimand – rebuke 

8. েও ত ও মোকনর উপনুো -ক্রীতেোক র হোর  (১৯৬২) 

৯. নো রর   র  ব -  মর ব ন 

১০. which country is not related for bombing in Syria-

 RUSSIA 

১১. বে  র বেয-  রে 

১২. parki sea beach- Chittagong 

13. abbreviations of ERP….Enterprise resource planning 

১৪.  োাংলোর ব োন মযঘল  ম্রোকটর   র রমযোনমোকনর 

ইযোঙ্গযকন-  োহোেযর েোহ 

১৫. অুোডোম’  রপ - শ্রীলাং ো 

১৬. র কে রিতীয  ক থোচ্চ বতল রপ্তোরন োর  বেে- রোরেযো 

১৭. পরর র র র মোজোর – লোল ো  ে ূ থ 

১৮. অশুদ্ধ-  ু রণ 

১৯. বে ভূরমকত ফ ল জন্মোয নো- ঊষর 

 

GTCL  Math: 

1. If a-b/3=1/3   and a+b/4=3/2 

So a+b=? 

answer:3 

2. 18x 

3. 1500 

4. 1:2 

5.Marble first took 3/5  then took 3/6 again took 3/5 

Finally have 8/125 

Answer:8/125 

6. There are 17 th marble in a pot..black ,red and green 

If red have x thn green have 2x 

Answer:black 5 

7. speed answer:50  

English_15: 

1. Sordid- 

2. Filthy- Dirty 

3. Recourse- 

4. Reprimand- 

5. Uproar- 

6. Upheaval- 

7. Never have I … 

8. It is no good getting … 

9. … a coherent factor … 

10. … differs in … 

11. … had … before he came. 

12. … opt for … to … 

13. There wasn’t enough evidence … 

14. … a radical … 

15. 
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NCC bank (MTO) -2018 

 

1) The difference between a simple interest & annually 

compounded interest of a principle of 2 years at 8% interest 

rate is tk 12.80. What is the principle amount??  

 

2) Jaya can make 40 pancakes in a minute. Sally can make 

pancakes at half of Jaya's rate. What time will it need (in 

minute) to make 150 cakes, if sally have already made a start 

of 30 pancakes alone?  

 

3) Focus writing :  

Describe (in your experience or example, causes etc.) the 

following focus writing -- 

 

"poor banking governance --- recent bank scams" 

 

MCQ part :::: [60*1.25 = 75] 

 

1. what is the name of the Airport of nepal? Trivubon 

2. which is the member of G-7? 

Brazil / China / Canada / Sweden / None. 

3. Which keyboard shortcut can help to check spelling? 

F7 / Alt+F7 / Cntl+F7 / Shift+F7 / None. 

4. Which keyboard button can help to open a new slide in 

MS power point? 

Alt / F4 / F5 / F2 / None. 

5. Who wrote " Theory of everything"? Stephen Hawking 

6. A radio sold at a loss of 10%. If the selling price is 45 tk 

more. it could earn a 5% profit. What is the price of the 

radio? 

450/300/400/350/none. 

7. Who is the 14th president of India? Ram  Nath Kovind 

8. "Ha long bay" is situated in--- Vietnam 

9. The area of a rectangular and a square is same. If the 

perimeter of the square is 32 and the length of the 

rectangular is 4 m. Then the width is --32/16/8/24/none. 

10. The little girl [TAKES AFTER] her mother. 

find the meaning of bold phrase. Resemble 

11. Arif and Atif has been paid X taka in advance for a job. 

Arif worked for 10 hours and Atif worked 2 hours less than 

Arif. If Y taka is deduct from their advance payment then 

their wage will be same as hourly rate. In terms of Y, Arif 

will get -- 

8y / 6y / 5y / 4y / none.  

12. "Kalapani" is situated between which two countries? 

India and Nepal 

13. Who has received the British Knighthood very recently? 

Fazle Hasan 

 

Bank Asia PO _2018 

 

1) Start a new paragraph in MS word command - Ctrl+enter 

2) Which one is modifier key - shift 

3) Data Validation found in  

which menu - edit 

4) Number of Foreign Banks - 9 

5) Agent Banking started by which bank - Bank Asia 

6) Tariff Commission  Under which Ministry - Finance 

7) Fiscal policy related question - All of the choices 

8 ) Establishment of BFIU  - 2012 

9) Export - Import known as - BoT/LC 

10) Advance to Deposit Ratio (ADR) - 83.5% 

11) Number of Non- Scheduled Banks - 5 

12) Tele-Banking started by - SCB 

13) Last Fiscal Year Economic Growth - 7.65% 

7.86%(projected) 

 

N.B. All are collected 
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1e. 2e.3c. 4b. 5e. 6a.7c. 8d. 9b. 10c. 11b.  
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(A¯úóZvi Rb¨ me ¸‡jv g¨v_ mgvavb Ki‡Z cvwiwb) 

 

 

37 38 39 40 41B, 42C, 43B, 44A, 45C, 46C, 47B, 48D 
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Stamp

http://www.prebd.com


 

49B, 50C, 51A, 52B, 53E, 54C, 55B, 56C,  

57A, 58A, 59C 

 

60C, 61B, 62D, 63D, 64E, 65B, 66C, 67C, 68C, 69C, 70D 
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Water 

 

 

1 rampant, 2 elated. 3 heed, 4 Complement, 5Idealistic, 6 sustenance, 7 experience, 8 could not have, 9 latter, 10 

with, 11 No error, 12 public, 13 veteran, 14 placid, 15 terminate, 16 continuity, 17 E, 18 B, 19 C, 20 C, 21 D, 22A, 23D, 

24 A, 25 C, 26 A www.bdniyog.com
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27A. 28A, 29C, 30C, 31B, 32A, 33C, 34C, 35C, 36C, 37C, 38D,  39C, 40D, 41D, 42A, 43D,  44D, 45B, 46B, 47B, 48C, 49B, 

50C, 51D, 52C, 53A, 54B 
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55B, 56C, 57B, 58A, 59C, 60D, 61E, 62C, 63A, 64B, 65C, 66A, 67D, 68A, 69A, 70B, 71A, 72C, 73D, 74A, 75D, 76C, 77C, 

78B, 79B, 80B  
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Biman

 

1A, 2A, 3B, 4D, 5b~cyi, 6A, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10D, 11B, 12B, 

13C, 14A, 15B, 

 

 

16C, 17C, 18B, 19B, 20A, 21C, 22D, 23A, 24D, 25D, 

26D, 27A  
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28D, 29B, 30C, 31C, 32D, 33D, 34B, 35A, 36C, 37B, 

38C, 39B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

40B, 41B, 42D, 43B, 44A, 45B, 46A, 47A, 48B, 

49Deteriorate, 50Sustenance, 51 Miscellaneous, 52C, 

53B 
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54D, 55A, 56 57B, 58A, 59B, 60D, 61B, 62B ,63C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

64C, 65C, 66C, 67C, 68B, 69A, 70B 
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 BSCIC 

২১.  োাংলো ভোষোয ররচত প্রর্ম নোট - ভদ্রোজযন 

২২. subconscious েকের  ঠি  পোররভোষো ব োনঠট- অ কচতন  

২৩.  ো ধোরোর অর্ থ রনণ থয  রুন “ ঘঠটরোম”? –মযর্ থ 

২৪. রনকচর ব োন উপনুো ঠটর ভোষো আকন্দোলকনর উপর ররচত- 

আকর  ফোগুন  

২৫. রনকচর ব োন  ো ুঠট শুদ্ধ-  রণত র্য  জঠটল 

২৬.পো ো েেঠট স্থোযী অকর্ থ  ু হৃত হকযকে রনকচর ব োনঠটকত-

পো ো রাং  

২৭.  োেরিনী র ীন্দ্রনোর্ িো য করর ব োন বেোট  কের চররত্র-ব োনঠট 

নয (জীর ত ও মৃত)  

২৮. হোকতর ততরর জজরন - এর্োকন হোকতর ব োন  োরক  ব োন 

র ভজি-  রকণ ৬ষ্ঠী 

২৯.  োাংলো ভোষোয র্ো াঁঠট  োাংলো উপ  থ  যঠট-২১  

৩০. পশুরোম ব োন বলর্ক র েদ্মনোম-রোজকের্র   য  

৩১.  নস্পরত এর  ঠি   রি র কেে ব োনঠট– ন + পরত  

৩২.  নুো েকের  মোর্ থ  েে ব োনঠট-আত্মজো  

৩৩. ত যে মযজত ো আলী ররচত বেে-র কেে এ ঠট- ভ্রমণ  োরহনী  
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৩৪. নীর েকের অর্ থ র - জল  

৩৫.চক্ষয র  ম্মযকর্  াংঘঠটত- এর এ   র্োয প্র োে- চোক্ষয ষ 
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আর ো দেখুন 
প্রতিতেরন  চোকু ী  সোকুুলো  দেরি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

প্রতি মোরস  কোর ন্ট অ্যোরেয়োসু তেতিএে এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

চোকু ী  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

তবতসএস এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

প্রতি সপ্তোরে  চোকু ী েতিকো িোউনরলোি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

সকল তনরয়োগ ে ীক্ষো  প্রশ্ন সমোধোন এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

দেরে  দস ো তেতিএে কোরলকেন 

SSC এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

HSC এ  প্ররয়োজনীয় সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

তবশ্বতবেযোলয় ভতিু  সকল তেতিএে বই এখোরন তিক ক ুন 

সকল ধ রন  সোরজেন িোউনরলোি এখোরন তিক ক ুন 
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56. Switzerland এর রোজধোনী– Bern  

57. র পোহী মযস্তফো  োমোকলর জন্ম– বভোলো  

58. ECNEC প্ররতঠষ্ঠত হয– 1972  োকল  

59. ইাংরলে চুোকনল অরতক্রম োরী ১ম এরেযোন– ব্রকজন েো   

60. মনপযরো িীপ অ রস্থত– বভোলো  

61. BSCIC প্ররতঠষ্ঠত হয– 1957  োকল  

62.  হৃত্তম স্থল  ন্দর– ব নোকপোল  

63. পযণ্ড্রন র অ স্থোন রেল– মহোস্থোন কে  

64. প্রধোনমন্ত্রী হওযোর জনু রমরনমোম  য – ২৫  ের  

65. Landlocked country নয– রভকযতনোম  

66. জোতীয  ঙ্গীত ইাংকরজজকত অনয োে োরী– ত যে আলী আহ োন  

67. বেকের ১ম প্রোইকভট airlines– GMG Airlines.  

68. েোরিকত বনোক ল পোন– Nadia Murad  

69. Puskus Award বেযো হয– ফয ট কল  

70. BIMSTEC– Economic Organisation  

71. National Maritime Institute অ রস্থত– চট্টগ্রোকম 

72. চলন র কল মকধু রেকয প্র োরহত– আত্রোই  

73. Bangla academy award বেযো শুরু হয– 1960  োল বর্ক   

74. Operating System এ ঠট– System Software  

75. Duplicate slide এর command– ctrl+D  

76. entire file select  রোর command– ctrl+A  

77. ব োনঠট Utility Programme– Norton   

78. Pictures File এর extension নয– php  

79. Unsolicited commercial E-mail ব   কল– Spam.  

80. Unicode এর bits  াংর্ুো– 16 ঠট
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